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Abstract

Constrictions on a surface are defined as simple closed
curves whose length is locally minimal. In particular, con-
strictions are periodic geodesics. We use constrictions
in order to segment objects. In [4], we proposed an ap-
proach based on progressive surface simplification and
local geodesic computation. The drawback of this ap-
proach is that constrictions are approximated by closed
piecewise geodesics which are not necessarily periodic
geodesics. In this paper, we compute constrictions start-
ing from the closed piecewise geodesics previously com-
puted and moving them on the surface. We compare the
location of the initial closed piecewise geodesics to the lo-
cation of the constrictions. Finally, we define and com-
pute different types of constrictions on a surface.
Keywords: segmentation, triangulated surface, constric-
tion, geodesic, pivot vertex.

1. Introduction

In order to handle complex objects, it can be use-
ful to decompose them into several characteristic com-
ponents, called features. Different definitions of fea-
tures are possible. For example, we can segment an object
into parts that are connected by bottlenecks. The skele-
ton [1] provides a global shape description [7] that can
be used in order to localize the bottlenecks of an ob-
ject. Such an approach has been used in mathematical mor-
phology [8], for shape decomposition [5]. More recently,
the concept of dynamical systems has been proposed to de-
fine features of shapes [2].

In this paper, we identify the narrower parts of an ob-
ject by computing a set of closed curves directly on the
boundary of the object. Those curves are called con-
strictions and are defined as simple closed curves whose
length is locally minimal with respect to the Hausdorff dis-
tance. In particular, constrictions are periodic geodesics. In

[4], we proposed a method to construct closed piecewise
geodesics on triangulated surfaces. A drawback of this ap-
proach is that the curves are not necessarily constrictions.
The goal of this paper is to compute constrictions start-
ing from these curves. The idea is to move the curves on
the surface until they become periodic geodesics. We in-
vestigate the efficiency of the algorithm proposed in [4],
that is to say we study the distance between a computed
closed piecewise geodesic and the corresponding constric-
tion.

We first recall some basic definitions and properties
concerning constrictions (Section 2). We briefly recall our
method to compute closed piecewise geodesics in Section
3. We explain our “sliding” algorithm to compute constric-
tions starting from the closed piecewise geodesics (Section
4). In Section 5 we define two kinds of constrictions and
we propose an algorithm to distinguish between them. Sec-
tion 6 is devoted to the comparison between constrictions
and computed closed piecewise geodesics. We conclude in
Section 7.

2. Definitions

Let � be a � -manifold embedded in ��� , and � the set of
simple, closed curves on � . We denote by �
	��� the length
of a simple closed curve ����� , and ��	������� the geodesic dis-
tance between two points � and � of � . The Hausdorff dis-
tance between two subsets (in our case, two curves) � and�

of � is

����	���� � ! #"%$�&'	�(*),+-/.�0 	2143,567.98 ��	�:��*;<�=��(>)?+67.98 	@1A3<5-/.�0 ��	�:��*;<�>2B
The open ball of radius C and centered at � on � is de-
fined as D'	E�!�>C�F HG � �I���*�J�K	���� � MLNCPO .

We call closed geodesic starting from � a geodesic curve
on � between the point � and itself. We call periodic
geodesic a closed curve Q such that RP�S�TQ��UQ is a closed
geodesic starting from � .



Definition 1 �V�T� is a constriction if there exists C�WYX
such that R � �IDZ	����UC/=���[	E�\^]T�[	 �  .

Thus constrictions on � are periodic geodesics on � . We
now assume that the surface � is triangulated.

Definition 2 A pivot vertex of a curve �T�_� is a vertex of� through which � goes.

Definition 3 A sequence of faces on � is a list of faces	�`�a7�*`\b��2B2B@B2��`dc, such that RfeF�gG�h/�@B2B@Bi�>jlk�h/O���`\m is adja-
cent to `\mAnda .
Definition 4 Let � be a geodesic path on a � . Let �#�#�
and op	q�f be the faces of � containing � . Let r be a strictly
positive real number such that the geodesic circle s�	����>r�
centered at � with radius r is contained in op	q�f and � cutss�	q���*r� in two connected components of length tua and tvb .
The angle made by � at point � is defined as the minimum
of t�a2w7r and txb7w7r .

We now give a characterization of constrictions, the
proof of which can be found in [4]. This characterization
is used to identify which curves are constrictions.

Proposition 5 (Characterization of constrictions) Let� be a simple, closed curve on � . Let �ya7�2B@B2B@����c be the
pivot vertices of � . If � unfolds to a straight line seg-
ment on � between any two successive vertices �fm and �zmAnda
and the angle of � at each � m is greater than, or equal to,{ , then � is a constriction.

3. Computing closed piecewise geodesics

We now briefly describe the algorithm proposed in [4],
which computes closed piecewise geodesics. This algo-
rithm works in two steps.

First, it progressively simplifies the surface �p| , us-
ing the edge collapse operator and maintaining the topol-
ogy of the surface. Let us denote ��} the simplified surface
after ~ edge collapses. On each surface � } , the algo-
rithm detects seed curves, which are curves made of three
edges �<� , �=� and �i� such that the triangle �<�=� is not a tri-
angle of �K} . The simplification process stops when no
edge collapse is possible without modifying the topol-
ogy of the surface.

Second, the algorithm goes back to the initial sur-
face � | , computing closed piecewise geodesics on each��} . Let us assume we have detected a seed curve � c
on � c . The algorithm build a sequence of closed piece-
wise geodesic � c<��a �@B2B@B2�*� | on the sequence of simpli-
fied surfaces � cP�ya �@B2B2B@�U��| . In order to define � m , � m4n\a
is modified between two pivot vertices, in case the sur-
face is altered between these two vertices: a geodesic curve
is computed between them.

� � X �

�Z�A����4�
Figure 1. Initial circular sequence of faces �
used to compute a closed geodesic starting
from � . � is defined adding faces around the
pivot vertices to the list of faces intersected
by � | .

4. Computing constrictions

4.1. Computing closed geodesics

The curves computed with the algorithm of [4] are
closed piecewise geodesics, but may not be constric-
tions. According to Proposition 5, a closed piecewise
geodesic � | is a constriction if, and only if, the an-
gle made by � | at each pivot vertex is at least { . Instead of
checking the angle at every pivot vertices of � | , we pre-
fer to compute a closed geodesic starting from a pivot
vertex � . In order to check if the curve � | is a peri-
odic geodesic, we only have to check the angle at � ,
since the angle made by a geodesic curve at a pivot ver-
tex is at least { .

Let � | be a closed piecewise geodesic. Let � be a pivot
vertex of � | . We compute a geodesic starting from � using
Pham-Trong’s algorithm [6]. This algorithm needs an initial
sequence of faces � . To define � , we start from the list of
faces intersected by � | . We add faces around the pivot ver-
tices in order to get a sequence of faces. We also add faces
around � at the end of the list in order to get a circular se-
quence, see Figure 1. Then, we can compute a geodesic be-
tween � and � , using [6] and starting from the circular se-
quence of faces � . Figure 4 (a) shows the closed piecewise
geodesic � | together with the initial sequence of faces and
the starting vertex � . Figure 4 (b) shows the closed geodesic�d�| starting from � which has been computed.

4.2. Checking the angle at the starting vertex

Once we have computed a closed geodesic � �| starting
from a vertex � , we must check if the angle made by � �| at� is greater than, or equal to, { . If this is the case, � �| is a
constriction and the algorithm stops. Otherwise, � �| is not a
constriction: we compute a new closed geodesic � � �| , start-
ing from another pivot vertex � � of � �| . The new initial cir-



cular sequence of faces is defined using the list of faces in-
tersected by � �| , and adding faces as described in Section
4.1. In Figure 4 (b), the angle made by � �| at � is lower than{ . The new closed geodesic � � �| starting from another pivot
vertex �z� is shown in Figure 4 (c).

4.3. Evolution of the starting vertex

Assume � was the only pivot vertex of the closed
geodesic � �| . In this case, the new closed geodesic will start
from a vertex � � � through which � �| does not go. � � � is cho-
sen as the other endpoint of the common edge of the first
and last faces of the previous circular sequence, see Fig-
ure 1. This solution, proposed by Szafran [9], allows the
curve to “slide” along the surface. We continue to com-
pute closed geodesics until the angle made by the curve at
its starting vertex is greater than, or equal to, { .

In order to avoid an endless loop, we must ensure at each
step that the starting vertex is different from previous ones.
To do so, we store the vertices already visited in a list. If
no new starting vertex can be chosen, the algorithm stops
and points out that no constriction has been computed. Fig-
ure 4 (d) shows a constriction � � � �| constructed starting from
a neighbouring vertex � � � of the only pivot vertex � � of the
closed geodesic � � �| .

5. First and second type constrictions

Let � be an object, whose boundary � is a triangulated
2-manifold embedded in ��� . Constrictions are intrinsic to
the surface � , since Definition 1 does not depend on the un-
derlying object � . Thus, not all computed constrictions cor-
respond to the segmentation of the object. We propose here
a method to detect these constrictions, which will be called
first type constrictions.

5.1. Definitions

Let � be a constriction on � . Let �J)?�4��	�����V��� be the
convex hull of � . If �P),�A��	��� divides � into two parts, � is
called a first type constriction. If �P),�A��	��� divides �F�P�/� into
two parts, � is called a second type constriction. Note that
a constriction can be neither a first nor a second type con-
striction, as illustrated in Figure 2.

5.2. Detection

We propose a method to detect if a constriction
is a first or a second type constriction. The idea be-
hind this method is the following. Let �� ���| be an
object and �� ��p| its boundary. Let � be a constric-
tion on ��| . R\hZ]S~I]Nj , we note �K} the simplified surface

Figure 2. This constriction is neither a first
nor a second type constriction.

used to construct � with the algorithm of [4], �p} the ob-
ject whose boundary is ��} , and � } the closed piecewise
geodesic on ��} constructed with the algorithm of [4]. If the
convex hull of � divides the object � , it should be the same
for all the piecewise geodesics � } with respect to their cor-
responding objects ��} . In particular, the convex hull of the
seed curve � c which leads to � is likely to divide the ob-
ject � c bounded by the simplified surface � c . Remem-
ber that a seed curve consists of three edges �<� , �=� and�i� such that the triangle �<�=� is not a triangle of the sur-
face. Thus, the convex hull of such a seed curve is the
triangle �P�i� . As a consequence, � should be a first type con-
striction if the convex hull of ��c divides the object � c
into two parts, and � should be a second type constric-
tion if the convex hull of ��c divides ���P�/� c into two parts.

To detect if a triangle �<�=� is inside the object � c , we
first compute the intersection of this triangle with all tri-
angles of the simplified surface � c . If this intersec-
tion is not empty, the constriction is neither a first type
nor a second type constriction. Then, we take a ran-
dom half-ray � starting from the barycenter � of the
three points � , � and � . If the number of intersections be-
tween � and the surface � c is odd, then �<�=� is inside
the object, and the constriction is a first type constric-
tion; else �P�i� is outside the object, and the constriction
is a second type constriction. See Figure 3 for an exam-
ple.

The main advantage of this algorithm is that we do not
need to reconstruct the constriction, not even the closed
piecewise geodesic on the initial surface, to determine if we
have a first type or a second type constriction. Using this al-
gorithm just after the first step of [4] (the progressive sur-
face simplification process), we can stop if the triangle �<�=�
corresponding to the seed curve 	E�<�=�2 is outside the object� c bounded by the surface � c .

6. Results and discussion

Figures 5 and 6 show the location of constrictions
computed on some models, compared with the loca-
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Figure 3. The left seed curve �,ai�@a=�@a corre-
sponds to a first type constriction. The right
seed curve �Pb@�=b@�ib corresponds to a second
type constriction. The number of intersec-
tions between the random half-ray � and the
surface is 1 in the first case and 2 in the sec-
ond case.

tion of closed piecewise geodesics computed with [4].
We can see on these models that the longest closed piece-
wise geodesics (compared with the diameter of the
surface) are often very close to the corresponding con-
strictions, see e.g. Figure 5 (b) or the legs of the di-
nosaur in Figure 6. On the contrary, the smallest piecewise
geodesics are significantly moved during the “sliding” pro-
cess, see the legs of the horse in Figure 5 or the neck
of the dinosaur. We have noticed that these constric-
tions go through only one or two pivot vertices, whereas
longest constrictions often go through at least three piv-
ots. We also observe that constrictions close to other
constrictions, or even constrictions sharing a vertex (Fig-
ure 5 (d)), can be computed.

We have tested several simplification methods using the
edge collapse operator, such as Garland and Heckbert’s [3],
or a method which collapses at each step the shortest edge.
The resulting vertex is placed according to the heuristic of
[3]. Results on the horse model are shown in Figure 7. We
see that the number of constructed constrictions and their
location highly depends on the simplification algorithm.

7. Conclusion

We have proposed an algorithm to turn closed piece-
wise geodesics into constrictions, based on the construc-
tion of a closed geodesic and the computation of the angle
made by this curve at its starting vertex. We have also pro-
posed a method to select constrictions which cut the object
bounded by the surface. We have compared the loca-
tion of the closed piecewise geodesics computed by [4]
with the location of corresponding constrictions. Long

closed piecewise geodesics are very close to constric-
tions, while the smallest ones, which go through only one
or two pivot vertices, need to be slided in order to be-
come constrictions.

Our method may not detect all constrictions on noisy
surfaces. This can be of great interest in order to seg-
ment the surfaces, since on such surfaces the num-
ber of constrictions is theoretically very high; but this
can also be a drawback. Moreover, in order to decom-
pose the surface in “homogeneous” components, we need
to find a criterion, based for example on the distance be-
tween constrictions, to select useful constrictions. Detected
constrictions highly depend on the choosen simplifica-
tion algorithm, which must preserve as much as possible
the shape of the surface. A theoretical study of the sim-
plification step should be conducted, in order to keep
constrictions and not to create new ones. Finally, the com-
putation time should be studied.
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Figure 4. Overview of the “sliding” algorithm.
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Figure 5. Constrictions (in red) and the cor-
responding closed piecewise geodesics (in
blue) computed on a dumbbell model (a,b)
and a horse model (c,d).

(a) (b)
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Figure 6. First type constrictions computed
on a surface with genus Ó (a) and on a
dinosaur model (c), and the corresponding
closed piecewise geodesics (b,d).

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Constrictions on a horse model
computed using Garland and Heckbert’s sim-
plification algorithm [3] (a), or selection of the
shortest edge at each step (b).


